
How to order more beautiful Twisted Mind products!

More Twisted Mind productions products are in the making and you can help make it happen!
All you need to do is order lots of my stuff and this will help Twisted MInd productions finance for 
more much needed materials.

To order other Twisted Mind products, send your name, address, phone #, a list of the disks you 
want with total price, and disk size specifications  with a check or money order (no credit cards, 
period) to...

Twisted Mind productions
1918 Lemoyne St
Los Angeles, CA 90026

More super cool Yoshi BMP's - contains 30 new BMP's and the originals- $20.00 - req Windows 
3.0 +

Spiffy icons for Windows - includes 20 more icons for nearly every application in windows - 
$15.00 - req Windows 3.0 +

Good lord,  not more BMP's (and icons) - Contains 20 of the most gut wrenchingly eye twisting 
patterns ever created and 10 pretty groovy icons (or so I hear) - $20.00 - req Windows 3.0 +

Stupid sounds - over 15 sickening sounds for windows applications - $10.00 - req Windows 3.0 + 
and Sound Blaster Card +

Coming Soon from Yoshi Productions (with the proper financing)

Unfortunate fortunes

Assassin Raccoon vs. The Aliens

Mr. mentally unstable plays with fireworks

Mr. mentally unstable plays with power tools

Mr. mentally unstable plays with heavy stuff

The further adventures of Assassin Raccoon

The adventures of Nemoman

If you have any questions or comments I would be glad to hear them.

Please include in your order, what program you found this form in, and where did you get the 
program.

The programs above are registered software.

You're probably saying to yourself "where does this twisted little monkey get his influence???"

H.R. Ghiger
Adam Sandler 
Weird Al Yankovic



The Muppets
Monty Python
Mad Magazine
Mike Judge
Richard Gorey
Medevial torture chambers
John.K

I cannot take shareware submissions from all you authors because I am not a huge company but 
if you do submit it I might register it (if it's good stuff)


